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ABSTRACT
The speech recognition technique has used in the various elds, with the progress of it and the needed
functions are di erent for purposes. For example,
speech dictators need to recognize whole sentences,
but spoken dialogue systems need to recognize important words rather than whole sentences.
In this paper, we propose a method of modifying language model for improving recognition correct rate
of important words. This method multiplied probabilities of unigram and bigram of important words by
constant weight and made important words to easy to
be recognized. And we examine di erences of recognition result in changes of a set of important words.
As a result, the correct rate of important words increased when we multiplied probabilities of important
words by weight.
1

Introduction

A statistical language model are extensively used in
speech recognition tasks various methods of modifying language model are studied to improve recognition result[1][2][3]. In this paper, we propose a
method of modifying language model for improving
recognition correct rate of important words in large
vocabulary speech recognition. And we examine differences of recognition result in changes of a set of
important words.
At rst, we investigated the in uence of change of
language model on recognition result and we selected
the best language model of them. Then we construct
some speci ed word sets and change probability of
unigram and bigram of speci ed words by adding
constant weight. We studied the di erences of correct rate and accuracy of speci ed words in change
of weight. And also we studied the error rate that
unspeci ed words were recognized as speci ed words.
At last, we applied the proposed method to the spoken dialogue system for academic paper retrieval and
con rmed the eciency of it.

2

Modifying Language Model

In this paper, we suppose only unigram and bigram
of words as language models. In this section, the
method of modifying language model will be described.
2.1

Method of Modifying Unigram

When an unigram probability of word wi is p(wi ) and
number of words is N ,
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The method of modifying language model is expressed
as following equation:
p
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In this equation, x is a weight for important words
and p (wi) is an unigram probability multiplied by a
weight x. After the calculation of the equation (2),
unigram probabilities will be normalized to ll the
equation (1) by the following equation:
0
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: pnew (wi ) is new modi ed unigram probability.
2.2

Method of Modifying Bigram

When a bigram probability of word (wi ; wj ) is p(pj jpi )
and number of words is N, sum of p(wj jwi ) is 1.
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But, unfrequent combinations of two words were cuto when making a language model with word bigram.
So, in fact, sum of p(wj jwi ) is smaller than 1 as next
equation:
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When the word wj is an important word, we changed
the probability p(wj jwi ). The method of modifying
language model is same as it of modifying language
model of word unigram.
p
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Word Set 2 A hundred nouns (except proper
nouns) frequently appeared in the word dictionary.



Word Set 3 A hundred nouns (include proper
nouns) frequently appeared in the word dictionary.



Word Set 4 A hundred words unfrequently
appeared in the word dictionary.

The results for each word set are shown in Table 1,
and we investigate the results in following part.
4.1

3

Used Data

3.1

Phoneme Model

The used phoneme model was trained as three thousand states triphone and eight mixture from speech
database collected by reading ten thousand sentences
of the article database[4]. Features used in training
were 12 mel-frequency cepstral, 12 delta cepstral, and
delta power.

Not only whole correct rate but also speci ed word
correct rate decreased in multiplying by a weight.
And the accuracy decreased, too.
In this test, the speci ed words have large probabilities before modifying, so we can suppose that the
words except speci ed words were recognized to speci ed words and both accuracy of whole and speci ed
words decreased.
4.2

3.2

Language Model

In this part, we investigate the in uence of change
of language model on recognition result and see the
language model for the test.
We made the word dictionaries and the language models(word bigram) of ve thousand frequently appeared
words in the following three types of article databases:
A) Articles of a year(20,854,007), B) Articles of four
years(88,650,913), C) Articles removed non-sentences
from B)(65,347,098)(The parenthesized numbers indicates number of morphemes.)[5].
As the result of recognition by using above mentioned
three model, the correct rate of whole words are
A)63.35%, B)72.85%, and C)76.02%. In the following
test of modifying language model, we used C) because
C) has a highest correct rate among three types.
3.3

Test Data

Test set was one hundred speech by twenty-three speakers from the above mentioned speech database but
un-overlapped.
4

Experimental Results

In a practical system, it is expected that important
words are speci ed according to tasks. But in this paper, we examined task-independent methods of specifying important words.

 Word Set 1

A hundred words frequently appeared in the word dictionary.

Word Set 1

Word Set 2

The recognition errors to speci ed words increased,
and the accuracy decreased. About the correct rate,
though the whole correct rate decreased, the correct
rate of speci ed words increased. Comparing with
test 1, the decrease of whole accuracy was small because there were few short words like particles in the
speci ed words.
4.3

Word Set 3

The speci ed words were similar to test 2, so the result was similar, too. The decrease of ths accuracy
of speci ed words was larger than whole accuracy, either.
4.4

Word Set 4

The result of this test, It was di erent from test 1 3. Both the correct rate and the accuracy of whole
and speci ed words increased. It is because that
weighting on words which have small probabilities
improved correct rate and accuracy of them. The
words of which the original probability was small and
the weighting on words which have small probabilities
does not in uence on increase of mis-recognition.
4.5

Discussion

From these results, we can nd next tendencies about
the correct rate and the accuracy. In increaseing
weights, the correct rate of whole words, the accuracy of whole words, and the accuracy of speci ed

Word weight
whole words
important words
Set
correct rate(%) accuracy(%) correct rate(%) accuracy(%)
1
73.92
53.39
71.33
66.39
5
70.61
46.19
70.35
58.65
1
10
69.29
43.87
69.03
54.70
20
68.96
41.72
70.51
52.22
50
66.23
36.59
70.18
43.99
100
63.33
32.70
69.36
36.24
1
73.92
53.39
81.16
75.36
5
72.43
52.32
85.51
71.01
2
10
72.76
52.98
88.41
71.01
20
71.69
52.57
88.41
56.52
50
70.94
52.40
88.41
44.93
100
68.79
50.75
91.30
27.54
1
73.92
53.39
82.05
75.64
5
73.10
53.15
85.90
69.23
3
10
72.35
52.81
85.90
64.10
20
70.61
51.41
85.90
51.28
50
69.62
51.16
88.46
41.03
100
67.22
49.34
87.18
35.90
1
73.92
53.39
74.14
72.41
5
75.17
54.80
79.31
76.72
4
10
74.75
54.64
79.31
76.72
20
74.34
54.30
80.17
75.00
50
73.68
54.06
80.17
73.28
100
74.34
54.39
83.62
75.00
Table 1: results of 4 word sets
words decreased, and only the correct rate of specied words increased.
When weighting important words, it was supposed
that weighting words which have small probability is
better than weighting words that have large probability in the accuracy. As to the correct rate, not only
speci ed words but also whole words increased.
If the weight was made too large, recognition errors
to speci ed words and insertion errors increased.

tences), 2) informing keywords as a condition of retrieval(15 sentences), 3) others(18 sentences).
The recognition results of these language models are
shown in Table 2. In the result of recognizing sentencetype 1) by the modi ed language model, there is 2.5
point increase of accuracy though there is no decrease
of recognition rate of whole words.

5

In this paper, we investigated in uences of change
of a set of speci ed words. And we con rmed the
some tendencies in increasing weights. Because the
number of speci ed words is dependent on the task
in practical system, we should investigate how many
words we can specify to important words.
We investigated the relation between weight and correct rate. From the result of experiment which weighting unfrequently appeared words, we can say that
weighting on words which have small probabilities is
ecient for improvement of recognition rate of not
only speci ed words but also whole words. In this
paper, the weight was constant in modifying the each
language model. But changing weight according to
original probabilities of speci ed words as important
words may be ecient for improvement of recognition
rate of not only speci ed words but also whole words.
We will research a method of controlling weights to

Application to Spoken Dialogue Retrieval System

At rst, we made a language model for spoken dialogue retrieval system from 83 sentences of dialogue
corpus. The conditions of retrieval are author and
keyword. We replaced authors' names to \Author"
and keywords to \Keyword". We made authors' list
and keywords' list, and distributed probabilities of
\Author" to words on authors' list and \Keyword"
to words on keywords' list(language model (BASE)).
Based on this model, we made another language model:
(MODIFIED) probabilities of author were multiplied
by weight(20).
Test set was 47 speech by one speaker and the sentences were same to above mentioned 47 sentences.
We classi ed 47 sentences to three types: 1) informing author names as a condition of retrieval(14 sen-
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Conclusion

language
sentence type
model
1)author 2)keyword 3)others
65.41
58.20
51.88
BASE
61.01
55.56
50.38
66.04
58.73
48.12
MODIFIED
63.52
56.08
45.11
correct rate(%) / accuracy(%)
Table 2: results of 3 language models
maximize recognition rate.
Also, we applied the proposed method to the spoken
dialogue retrieval system. In the result of recognizing sentence-type 1) by the modi ed language model,
there is 2.5 point increase of accuracy though there
is no decrease of recognition rate of whole words. In
the future, we will develop a method of controlling
weight on probabilities of a language model with dialogue control.
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